The following enhancements are now available within Thomson ONE Investment Banking.*

**NAVIGATOR – A BETTER WAY TO SEARCH**

This new capability has been integrated with the current entity manager/company lookup feature in ThomsonONE.com, allowing for an enhanced search experience across companies (public or private), instruments, time-series, and watchlists.

Now you can:

- Undertake fast and accurate free text searches over the whole universe of market instruments, including equities, bonds, commodities and economic series
- Complete complex queries and free text searches for names, symbols, aliases, markets, sectors, and hierarchical paths
- View ranked results and use filtering to readily find the most relevant data
- Visualize information in spotlights and mini charts
- Create and manage watchlists directly from Navigator

---

*All enhancements are available to users of ThomsonONE.com Investment Banking [subject to entitlements].

All enhancements apart from the Navigator are available to users of Thomson ONE powered by Smart Client technology [subject to entitlements].
M&A TEARSHEETS
The upgraded M&A Tearsheet enables you to understand M&A transactions in full detail. It gives visibility into the structure of the transaction and specific content that is smartly organized. These enhancements provide more information, a better workflow and an improved user experience.

Now you can:
• Easily access Private Equity exits data (including PE Investors and PE transactions prior to exit), which is now integrated into the tearsheets
• View tabs for News, Financials, Filings and Research that put the deal in context and enable you to get the most relevant information pertaining to the transaction in one place
• Download your tearsheet information into Excel®

SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
You can access more information on trends across the industry. Other enhancements provide additional functionality and make the views easier to use.

You can view:
• New Charts and Pop-up Tables in the Market View
• New Filters in Market View and Company View so you can apply a filter on activist campaigns by time period, activist, industry, status and demand

MARKET VIEW OF SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
with click-through from the charts to view underlying list of campaigns (including Excel® export).
TAKEOVER DEFENSE

A preview of a new Takeover Defense Market View** is now available enabling you to screen on specific provisions for companies in an industry or index.

** The new Takeover Defense Market View needs to be manually added via the Organize Workspace option until the next product update when it will automatically included.

COMPANY DEALS

The Company Deals View page now shows the addition of Company Roles to the Deal List (M&A, Equity, Bonds, Loans), enabling you to quickly identify the specific role of the company and understand the level of a company’s involvement on a transaction. There is now a more consistent presentation of deals between the Company Overview and Company Deals View pages and also on our mobile solutions, such as the new version of Thomson ONE iPhone.
THOMSON ONE iPHONE®
You now get an improved user experience with the introduction of the Thomson ONE iPhone®, (previously called Banker Coverage). Thomson ONE iPhone® syncs with your desktop Thomson ONE account to provide access to your watchlists and a customized experience based on your existing entitlements.

Features include:
• Enhanced user design and configurable navigation
• New content including Events, Financials, Key Ratios and Capital Structure
• Breakdown across all Deals asset classes (M&A, Equity, Bonds, and Loans), with transaction and target/acquirer/issuer details
• Keyword search across News, Equities, Lists, as well as additional instruments (Indices, Bonds, and Mutual Funds)
• Enhanced Briefcase makes it easier for you to access your saved news stories and research reports with the ability to filter by most recent, symbol, or content type

OTHER INVESTMENT BANKING SOLUTIONS FROM THOMSON REUTERS

THOMSON REUTERS ADVANCED ANALYTICS FOR DEAL MAKING
Thomson Reuters Advanced Analytics for Deal Making is a suite of analytics and presentation tools for comparables screening and analysis, financial modeling and pitch book building – all brought together into a single toolbar within Microsoft Office®. Click here to find out more.

THOMSON REUTERS PITCHBOARD
Thomson Reuters Pitchboard is the new mobile capability that enables colleagues to share pitch book iterations and annotations seamlessly between analysts on the desktop and senior bankers on the iPad™. Click here to find out more.

For more information about this release or our Investment Banking product suite, please contact your Thomson Reuters Account Manager or go to Thomson Reuters Customer Zone at financial.thomsonreuters.com/customers for support.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Send us a sales enquiry at:
financial.thomsonreuters.com/sales

Read more about our products at:
financial.thomsonreuters.com

Find out how to contact your local office:
thomsonreuters.com/about_us/locations/

Access customer services at:
financial.thomsonreuters.com/customers
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